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The Visual Embodiment of Women in the
Korea Mission Field
Hyaeweol Choi

This article explores the role of missionary photography in enhancing our understanding of Christian mission history. It specifically focuses on the visual embodiment of women whose lives and stories have largely been overlooked in the history
of Korean Christianity. Tracing the early pictorial images of women in relation to
missionary writings, the article demonstrates the ways in which photographs—
either in natural or staged settings—were taken, circulated, and appropriated for
the purposes of missionary goals. In doing so, the article argues that missionary
photography is an expedient analytical tool to plumb the dynamic interactions
between the missionaries and the missionized and to demonstrate the interplay
between material culture and human desire.

In his preface to the catalogue of a pioneering exhibition of photography
from the Korea mission field, Donald Clark argues that missionary photography offers a unique window on the Korean experience with the modern,
and perhaps more importantly, the dynamic transcultural interactions
between Koreans and Western missionaries.1 To put it differently, missionary photography can serve as a critical device for excavating the
complex realities missionaries and Korean converts experienced within
the specific historical context of the Korean mission that began in the
late nineteenth century. Despite its analytical importance for gaining
a fuller understanding of Korean modern history as well as the history
of Protestant Christianity in Korea, missionary photography has drawn
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relatively little attention from the scholarly community.2 This article is a
modest attempt to fill the gap by exploring the complementary role that
photographic images fill in interpreting the Korea mission field when they
are construed in relation to textual representations. It is also an endeavor
to probe the ways in which photographs—either in natural or staged
settings—were taken, circulated, and appropriated for the purposes of
missionary goals.3
From the viewpoint of missionaries, photography was an indispensable tool for recording, categorizing, and publicizing ‘‘the other’’ as
it captured the presumed essence of the local people, the unique, unusual
objects and exotic natural setting, as well as the triumphs and tribulations
of the mission field. According to Helen Gardner and Jude Philp, from
the 1850s ‘‘missionaries around the world had turned the new science of
photography to the service of the mission.’’4 By the time the first group of
American Protestant missionaries arrived in Korea in 1884, the modern
form of photography had already gained popularity in the United States,5
and especially from the 1890s, missionary photographs began to provide
a much more vivid portrait of Koreans and Korean customs in the pages
of mission journals.6 Many images from the photographs, ranging from
candid shots of scantily clad, dirty, vacant-looking locals in the streets to
the staged group portraits of recent converts in front of the Western-style
churches, schools, and hospitals newly built by the missionaries, present
a visual manifestation of the imagined gulf between the West and the
Other, the urgency to civilize the people of non-Christian countries
by spreading the gospel, and the triumphant spirit of missionaries in
Christianizing the world.
The early Korean Christian converts remained illiterate for the most
part and thus could not leave much in the way of literature to convey
their own experiences. The visual images of the people, objects, and
surroundings projected through the camera can provide an alternative
means to give voice to people who were not equipped to express their
thoughts and experiences in writing.7 To be sure, the converts were
largely the subjects of missionary photography, and missionaries framed
the images, determining how the Koreans would be presented, similar to
the way they were represented in a particular way in the missionary discourse. However, the simple fact of their being in front of the camera
and choosing certain poses (or being asked to pose in a certain way) in
a specific time and place can offer a myriad of insights into the ‘‘referent’’
(i.e., the subject of the photograph).8 In their analysis of the visual culture
of American religions, David Morgan and Sally Promey stress that the
analysis of images helps us understand the ‘‘nonverbal articulation’’ of
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place, status, power, alliance, affection, class, race, and gender.9 It is
in this ‘‘nonverbal articulation’’ of the material, institutional, discursive,
and human conditions that visual images uniquely contribute to our
understanding of the complex and dynamic interactions between the
missionaries and the missionized.
The article specifically examines the visual embodiment of women in
the Korea mission field. There are two reasons for this focus. One is that
the history of Christian women in modern historiography still remains
scant and underexplored despite the significant role that women had in
expanding church membership.10 The other is related to the expediency
of gender as an analytical category for a fuller understanding of the
Korean experience of the ‘‘modern,’’ in which Protestant Christianity
played a significant role. As is well known, the ‘‘woman question’’ took
center stage in the discourse and practice of modernity after Korea began
its open-door policy in 1876, and Protestant Christianity was pivotal
in fashioning modern womanhood. American women missionaries, in
particular, have been heralded as the pioneers who ushered in the example
of modern gender roles. The fact that the majority of ‘‘educated’’ new
women in Korea at the turn of the twentieth century had been exposed,
directly or indirectly, to Christian mission schools and churches suggests
the extensive influence Christianity had in shaping modern Korean
womanhood.11 Adopting postcolonial and feminist perspectives, I have
discussed elsewhere the power of missionary discourse and the politics
of gender and race that shaped a certain kind of new and modern
womanhood within the particular historical circumstances of early modern
Korea.12 Building on these earlier analyses, this article centers on the visual
to complement our understanding of the gender dynamics in the Korean
mission field within the context of Korea’s pursuit of modern nationhood.
In attempting to read visual representations in missionary photography, I have found it useful to adopt Kathleen Canning’s thesis on the
body as a historical method in the analysis of the transcultural encounters between Korean women and American missionaries.13 The body—
physical, social, and cultural—has been understood as a signifier of
nation, state, class, and other social categories. Within the hierarchical
power relations that were in place at the height of imperialism and foreign
missionary enterprise in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
the body served as an effective marker to measure the level of civilization
a society had achieved in the Westerners’ point of view. However, the
construction of the ‘‘modern’’ body in the mission field was never a forced
process imposed by the missionaries but rather was a product of intercultural negotiation. The embodied images, gestures, and practices in
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photography are, therefore, an important repository for understanding
this dynamic process and context.
The first section of the article traces the earliest pictorial and photographic images in major missionary journals for women to illustrate the
multiple representations and realities that characterized the relationship
between American missionaries and Korean women, with particular attention to both the tensions and complementarities that existed between the
textual and visual representations of Korean women. It also analyzes a
gradual shift in visual representations of Korean women from nameless,
exotic creatures not yet converted to Christianity to transformed individuals, often baptized and taking Western names, who are actively pursuing the ‘‘truth.’’ The second part focuses on one of the most noteworthy
visual spectacles captured in missionary photographs—the public display
of bare breasts by local women. This section discusses how such photographs, some of which were staged, were consumed as a manifestation of
paganism but simultaneously became the site of cultural negotiations over
what might be considered proper bodily presentation in public space. The
portrayal of Bible women is the focus of the last section. Korean Bible
women were indispensable for the success of the evangelical endeavors of
the mission. Against the background of the interdependent relationship
between American missionary women and Korean Bible women, the last
section closely reads the visual messages of the photographs in terms of
the impact of the encounters between American and Korean women in
the midst of the patriarchal organization of the church and Korean family.
In its analysis of these aspects of missionary photography, the article
argues that visual images are a useful focus for analysis in order to rearticulate missionary desire and bring out the hidden voices of Korean
women.

Visual Images of the ‘‘Heathen’’ Women from Afar

The Heathen Woman’s Friend (1869–1895), published by the Woman’s
Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, was one
of the most influential women’s mission journals.14 In that journal,
the first article on Korea was printed in the January issue of 1885, immediately after the first group of American Protestant missionaries had
arrived in Korea in 1884. The article, ‘‘A Call from Corea,’’ was written
by Rijutei and bears the dateline ‘‘Tokio, August 8, 1884.’’ Rijutei (also
known as Yi Sujŏng) was a newly converted Korean man residing in
Japan. He went to Japan in 1882 as part of a special envoy team from
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the Korean government. From that time, he developed intellectual and
religious ties with both American missionaries and the Japanese Christian
elite.15 The crux of his ‘‘call’’ was to urge Americans to send women
missionaries to Korea in order to educate Korean women because he
believed that ‘‘to elevate and reform people, to educate children, to lead
their husbands to virtue, are woman’s mission [sic].’’ He depicted Korean
customs that ‘‘are quite unlike either the Chinese or Japanese, the power
of the sex being about equal ’’ (emphasis added). He further elaborated
by saying: ‘‘If wives are ever so bad, they cannot be divorced; so if an
unhappy match is made, it must extend through life. On the other
hand, though the husband be ever so ill-mannered, if he have a good
wife he will become a better man. For though he be ever so bad, and dislike his wife’s good character, he cannot divorce her, and she must ever
exert a correcting influence on his life.’’ Given this power of the Korean
woman as a moral arbiter, Rijutei strongly advocated women’s education
as part of Korea’s enlightenment project, and he felt that American
missionary women would provide invaluable support in the initial stages.
Along with his plea, Rijutei noted that he wanted to mail to the journal ‘‘a photograph of a common Corean woman . . . as it may give you a
general idea of the appearance and dress of the women in my country.’’16
This photograph, which was actually a hand-painted portrait likely based
on a photograph, appeared the following year (1886) in the same journal
in an article called ‘‘A Woman of Korea,’’ written by Mrs. E. W. Rice
(fig. 1). It was the first picture of a Korean woman ever published in
Heathen Woman’s Friend. The article noted: ‘‘Of the name and personal
history of the woman of the picture, we know nothing. She is simply a
Korean woman, whose picture has come to us by way of Japan. She may
stand as a representative of her race, and her life history may be easily
guessed.’’17 Judging from her hair style, the picture is a portrait of a
married woman, wearing traditional Korean dress and sitting on the floor.
Although the flowers of the plant boxes that flank her soften the background somewhat, her stern face, upright posture, and piercing eyes
looking straight back at the viewer convey that role of woman as the
moral guide for men and children that was described by Rijutei.
In the two-page essay that accompanies this picture, Mrs. E. W. Rice,
who did not serve in the Korea mission field but very likely did work
at the journal Heathen Woman’s Friend, presents a sketch of Korean
womanhood, including the practice of physical ‘‘seclusion’’ after age seven
if the girl belonged to the upper class, the arranged marriage, and her
subordination to her husband and his family. She acknowledges ‘‘a certain
sort of outward respect’’ shown to women in Korea, noting that a Korean
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Fig. 1. A Korean woman. From Heathen Woman’s Friend, 17, no. 8 (1886): 182.

woman ‘‘is addressed in terms of honor. The man steps aside to let her
pass him on the street, and holds a fan before his face lest he should catch
a glimpse of hers. . . . For a man to speak to her would be a gross insult
to her, and worse still, a dire breach of manners for him.’’ She continues,
‘‘in spite of all this formal politeness to woman, the Korean believes her
destitute of moral existence, a being without a soul, unworthy of a name,
a creature without rights or responsibilities, only a convenient adjunct to
some man—his daughter, his wife, his mother! Ages of mental and moral
degradation have, perhaps, taught the woman herself to believe what
her lord believes, almost to be what she thinks herself.’’ Rice concludes,
‘‘Verily, women should thank God for birth in a Christian land!’’18
One can readily see certain contradictions when the Korean (Rijutei’s)
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and the American (Rice’s) discourses are juxtaposed. Rijutei’s description
of the active role of the Korean woman as the example of moral virtue is
undermined by that of Rice, in which the Korean woman is ultimately
relegated to the status of ‘‘only a convenient adjunct to some man’’ without
her own soul or morality. While each writer presented a positive view of
the role that Christianity could have in the future of Korea, they clearly
had different agendas to put forward: Rijutei’s pursuit of modern Korea
with the help of Christianity and Western education as opposed to Rice’s
interest in promoting the foreign mission to save non-Christian women
from misery and ‘‘moral degradation.’’ The different subjectivities of the
authors with different mandates render contradictory representations of
the status of Korean women. It is noteworthy that Rijutei’s contribution
to Heathen Woman’s Friend was a very rare occurrence of a foreign voice
in the journal. For the most part, mission journals were almost exclusively
an outlet for American missionaries or workers in mission organizations at
home. As is demonstrated by Rice’s piece, writers at home sometimes
penned articles for the mission journal with no firsthand knowledge of
the place they were writing about, using information they had gathered
from available publications and reports. However, once field-based missionaries began to accumulate direct experience with the local cultures,
the missionaries themselves were the vast majority of the authors of
journal articles.
Missionary reports from the field were accompanied by pictures and
photographs, which helped readers visualize the local people and scenes. A
case in point is an article titled ‘‘Korean Girls’’ (1888) in Heathen Woman’s
Friend, reported by Mrs. Ella Appenzeller, one of the first Methodist
missionaries (1885–1902). Appenzeller offers ethnographic details of the
lives led by the local girls and women, sharing her observations about
children in Korea as ‘‘bright and pretty.’’19 She makes particular note of
‘‘a girl of perhaps twelve or thirteen, whom I saw with her mother’’ and
reports of learning that ‘‘she was not a girl at all, but the wife of the
son of the woman’’ (fig. 2). Appenzeller asks the readers to imagine:
‘‘How would you like to leave papa and mamma, and the sweet little baby
brothers and sisters, and go to live with some one you had never seen nor
heard of, and never go out any more, only in a close-covered box, or in the
evening with your mother-in-law? You would not like it at all; neither
should I.’’ She deplores the lot of Korean girls, who are destined to comply
with the custom of early marriage and domestic seclusion. At the same
time, she suggests, a light of hope shines as Mrs. Mary Scranton, a pioneering Methodist missionary, had just opened the ‘‘first Korean Sundayschool,’’ where girls aged six to fifteen could learn lessons from the Bible.
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Fig. 2. A Korean mother-in-law and her daughter-in-law. From Heathen Woman’s Friend,
20, no. 2 (1888): 47–48.

Appenzeller specifically profiles some girls as well as adult women in attendance at the Sunday school, including ‘‘Patty,’’ a girl who ‘‘was found sick
unto death by the roadside.’’20 The discourse has progressed from the
nameless ‘‘heathen’’ Korean woman of Rice’s essay to the newly converted
individual who is specifically referred to using her baptismal Anglo names
and can be seen as an example of successful evangelism in Korea.
George Gilmore, another early Methodist missionary in Korea (1886–
1889), offers a fascinating portrait of Korean women in his essay, ‘‘Social
Phases in Korea’’ (1890) in Heathen Woman’s Friend.21 He includes two
images—one is a picture of women ironing clothes, and the other is
a picture of a woman making rice cake, or ttŏk—in order to provide
‘‘a glimpse of women at their household occupations.’’22 In the essay,
he views the seclusion of Korean women to be ‘‘the most noticeable
difference between social life in America and Korea.’’ He notes that this
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gendered quarantine is so strictly observed that ‘‘a male visitor is met
by the master of the house at the entrance, and is entertained in what
corresponds to our hall or ante-room, or in the guest-chamber, neither of
which permits a view of the rooms where live the mother and daughters.’’
However, he emphasizes, despite the secluded life of women, ‘‘it must not
be supposed that the position of woman there is a low one . . . she is
treated with respect by the husband. She is spoken to in honorific terms,
and her judgment is sought when matters of importance are to be considered.’’ In an earlier report, Gilmore had pointed out: ‘‘The position of
woman in Korea is much misunderstood. It has been supposed that they
are not held in respect, and are considered the meaner part of the population. This is doubtless a mistake. . . . It is an open secret that Her Majesty
has more than a little to say in the conduct of the affairs of the kingdom.
Undoubtedly the women of Korea generally are a power in the land.’’23
He echoes Rijutei’s assertion about the moral power of women in the
context of Korean culture; however, given the relative isolation that
Korean social practices imposed on women, Gilmore regards the matter
of greatest urgency facing the mission to be recruiting ‘‘more women
[missionaries] to work among women.’’
Based on his direct contact with local Korean men and women,
Gilmore reports a rather surprising reality in which ‘‘[Korean] women,
after becoming acquainted with us and our ways, have shown no reluctance
to meeting gentlemen, and are fond of paying visits to the wives of such
foreigners as they know, often manifesting not the slightest embarrassment
at being seen even for the first time by strange gentlemen.’’ One example
in point is the wife of his Korean language teacher. After working with
Gilmore for three months, the teacher wanted to bring his wife to
Gilmore’s home so that she could see how foreigners lived. Gilmore
describes her behavior during her first visit to his house: ‘‘looking at
everything with great enjoyment. She sat at lunch with us, and soon was
cracking jokes with great gusto.’’ More importantly, Gilmore offers an
important clue about mission photography in the same essay. He notes
that before they left, ‘‘she sat with her husband for her picture, which I
[Gilmore] took, and a copy of which is now in my album.’’ The photograph of the couple that Gilmore took is not included in his essay.24
However, his description of the situation provides a glimpse into how
Korean subjects were captured by missionaries’ cameras. As Helen Gardner
and Jude Philp argue in their article on photography and the Christian
mission, the relationship between the missionary photographer and the
photographic subject is not a simple one-way connection. Rather photog-
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raphy was used to ‘‘establish and maintain relations with local people.’’
More importantly, the agency of the photographic subjects is clear.25 As
Gilmore notes, because the Korean teacher had acquired some level of
familiarity with foreigners, he was willing to introduce his wife to them
and even to pose for a photograph. Without that familiarity, ‘‘he [the
Korean teacher] would have been shocked and perhaps would not have
come near the house again’’ if Gilmore had asked him to bring his wife
for a visit.
As implied in Gilmore’s essay, Koreans were curious about ‘‘foreign’’
lifestyles and the material objects from overseas that could be found in
missionary homes, including photographs.26 The introduction to photographs and hand-drawn pictures for most ordinary Koreans came when they
first came into contact with missionaries. Susan Doty, an early Presbyterian
missionary (1890–1931), describes a typical visit by some Korean women
to the missionary residence as follows: ‘‘Large numbers of them [Korean
women] come to my house as women at home go to the museum. They
marvel over the organ, the music-box, sewing machine, foreign chairs,
pictures, mirrors and beds. . . . Before they go, I always show them pictures
illustrating the life of our Lord, and often give them books and invite
them to Sabbath services.’’27 Given the language barrier in the encounters
between Koreans and American missionaries, pictures would have been
useful as a medium for communication. Furthermore, as Doty seems to
imply, the pictorial images would serve to pique interest so that people
might be motivated to learn more about Christianity. Figure 3 shows a
Korean woman convert, a nurse-in-training, sitting in a room filled with
Western objects, including an organ, a table, a chair, a lamp, books, and
picture frames. A photograph of a male figure hangs prominently in the
upper right, and just underneath are three smaller photos of children.
In the hallway on the left side one can see another set of photos. This
converted Korean woman, wearing typical Korean dress in white, is seated
on Western-style furniture in the midst of all these decidedly Western
artifacts. Given the rarity of the opportunity to have one’s picture taken
at that time, the act of being posed in front of a camera and then seeing a
photograph of herself might have given her a feeling of privilege or status.
In this way, pictures and photos were among the exotica that attracted
Koreans and became another important evangelical tool for missionaries,
serving as a medium for introducing and distributing the gospel and for
establishing and maintaining relationships with the local people.28 Soon
after the working relationship was established, many photographs of
newly converted Christians and Bible women were introduced in the
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Fig. 3. A woman Christian convert in a missionary’s room. The Reverend Corwin &
Nellie Taylor Collection, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California.

mission journals along with the stories of their conversions to demonstrate
the success of the evangelical effort to bring secluded Korean women out
to Christian churches.
The first modern photograph related to Korean women appears in
1892 in Woman’s Work for Woman, a prominent women’s missionary
journal of the Presbyterian Church. In her essay, ‘‘The Women Who Labor
with me in the Gospel,’’ Harriet G. Gale, an early Presbyterian missionary
(1885–1908), offers a brief summary of the life paths of the Korean Christian women she worked with, and a group photo is included (fig. 4).29
Gale’s perceptive portrayal of each individual woman in the photograph,
ranging from a ‘‘light-hearted and almost careless, always smiling’’ woman
to a woman who ‘‘fears nothing and will talk about the Bible and read
it anywhere,’’ helps readers get a glimpse into the background of these
women and what personality or inclinations motivated them to seek the
new religion despite the difficulty that publicly embracing Christianity
could bring at the time.30 Gale’s ‘‘best and brightest of all is dear old
Holmonie [halmŏni, grandmother],’’ who is the second from the left in
the front row of the photo. Gale describes her first encounter with
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Fig. 4. A group of Korean Christian women. From Woman’s Work for Woman, 7, no. 8
(1892): 215–17.

Holmonie, noting that ‘‘unlike most Koreans, she looked straight into my
face and not at my dress, as if to see if I myself were really so different
from all the people she had ever known. . . . She came, day after day,
caring nothing about the strange [foreign] things she saw, but eagerly
devouring chapter after chapter of the Gospel.’’ In a significant way, this
photo succinctly captures the wide range of age groups that were drawn to
the new religion. The grandmother Gale introduces here is not an exceptional case. As amply demonstrated in later photos, many elderly women
actively worked as Bible women.
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Fig. 5. Bible class. The Reverend Corwin & Nellie Taylor Collection, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, California.

The growth in the number of new converts was naturally a favorite
topic of mission journals, and photographs of those women, both individually and in groups, were frequently showcased (fig. 5). The sheer number
of attendants at Bible classes was a point of pride for missionaries. As Mattie
Noble, a prominent Presbyterian missionary stationed in P’yŏngyang
(1892–1934), proudly notes in her description of her ‘‘Bible Institute,’’
many local women enthusiastically responded to the opportunity to learn
about the new religion and participate in a variety of activities offered
by the missionaries. Noble noted that ‘‘two hundred and fifteen earnest
women and girls’’ attended a 1906 Bible Institute, and among them
‘‘one hundred and eight women walked in from the country, a half to
four days’ traveling.’’31
In addition to the growing number of converts, the success of the
evangelical effort was highlighted through the stories of former shamans
who had played a significant role as spiritual leaders in old Korea but
then converted to Christianity. A case in point is an essay by Blanche
Webb Lee (1892–1912), ‘‘Christianity’s Message to Woman’’ (1897),
with a photo of a Korean female shaman (fig. 6).32 Lee introduces the
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Fig. 6. A Korean female shaman. From Woman’s Work for Woman, 12, no. 5 (1897): 120.

shaman who ‘‘has been a servant of Satan’’ for more than fifty years and
‘‘by her lies and wickedness won much money and did much evil.’’ The
caption of the photo reads: ‘‘This one by posing before the camera with
all her appliances for divination about her plainly exhibits the moneymaking character of her calling. At Christmas service (1896) in Pyeng
Yang, 400 to 500 people were present and heard short talks from three
converts: I.—A Former blind sorceress. II.—A devil exorcist. III.—A
grave-site diviner.’’ One former shaman pledged, ‘‘I consecrate myself
and all I have to God’s service. I mean to go back and teach the women
of Whang Hai Province about Jesus.’’ This type of photograph and story
sent a powerful message to the readers at home that shamanistic practices,
emblematic of the ultimate form of ‘‘paganism’’ in the eyes of missionaries
and Westerners, would be defeated by Christianity, a triumph of missionary labor and evidence in their minds of the superiority of their
religion.33
The mission journals were produced largely for the consumption of
the audience at home.34 Missionary discourse accompanied by photographs and pictures provided an effective medium for demonstrating
what missionaries in the field had accomplished and thus served as a
crucial medium for fund-raising activities at home that would help secure
financial resources that could be channeled into the mission field so that
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missionaries could continue to carry out their goal of ‘‘saving’’ the pagan.
Bishop David Moore succinctly dramatizes the effective use of the mission
journal as a conduit for fund-raising. He writes: ‘‘Alas, for the woman of
Korea! Until the Gospel crowns her, she is nothing and nameless. Christ’s
love in her heart, the missionary’s hand in holy baptism upon her head,
and she goes forth as ‘Salome,’ ‘Martha’ or ‘Mary,’ a new and glorified
creation. And it requires but thirty-six dollars, gold, to support a Biblewoman for a year! My American sisters, is this the ‘open door’ you are
seeking?’’35 The formerly nameless ‘‘heathen’’ woman bears her newly
acquired Western baptismal name in a photograph that clearly individuates
her as a tangible, visible, and transformed being. In this vein, photographs
added a more vivid and presumably ‘‘realistic’’ portrayal of the local people
and culture with the marked sense of pride on the part of missionaries for
their success.

The Body as a Marker of ‘‘the Other’’

In foreign mission fields throughout the world, the body and the state of
dress (or undress) of the local people served as one of the most tantalizing
points for understanding the stark differences between the Eurocentric
notion of civilization and the primitiveness and savagery of ‘‘the Other.’’
Especially the lack of clothing on the ‘‘natives’’ was a constant source
of disgust and fascination among Western colonialists, travelers, and
missionaries.36 It is important to note that while local women’s bodies
and their lack of clothing were often framed by the particular worldview
and gender practices that Westerners embraced, they also shed light on
the ways in which the body—physical, cultural, and societal—was a site
of ‘‘intervention or inscriptive surface’’ on which bodily norms and values
are newly inscribed or refuted through the transcultural encounters.37
Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton propose that ‘‘the body-ascontact-zone is a powerful analytical term . . . precisely because it allows
us to navigate the dynamic relationship between representation and
‘reality’ and to see the work of mediation that embodied subjects perform
between the domestic and the foreign, the quotidian and the cyclical, the
dynamic and the static.’’38
Some of the most remarkable photographs that illustrate ‘‘the bodyas-contact-zone’’ theme were those photographs that showed Korean
women with their breasts exposed. The design and fashion of women’s
clothing in Korea at the turn of the twentieth century was typically an
extremely short jacket, which reached down to just under the armpit,
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Fig. 7. A Korean family in the street. General Commission on Archives and History,
United Methodist Church, Drew University, Madison, New Jersey.

and a long skirt that wrapped around the breasts. Given the style, it was
very easy to see the gap between the jacket and skirt if a woman lifted her
arms to steady something she was carrying on her head. Figure 7 provides
an illustration in point. It is a snapshot taken in the street. A family—
husband, wife, and children—are on a trip. In this photo, the woman is
carrying a basket on her head and steadying it with her right hand, which
has resulted in her jacket being lifted so that her breasts are exposed. From
the viewpoint of the American missionaries, who held the Victorian,
Protestant, white-middle-class norms and sensibilities of their time, the
‘‘private’’ body should be properly covered in public, and what they saw
in the street was beyond the bounds of acceptable bodily presentation.39
Annie Baird, a prolific Presbyterian missionary (1891–1916), vividly
describes a scene where an American woman from Kentucky was so upset
at the sight of the exposed breasts of a Korean woman in the street that
she tried to pull the Korean woman’s top jacket and skirt to cover the
breasts but to no avail.40
What is significant in fig. 7 is that while the ‘‘exposed’’ body signified
a pagan condition from the Western point of view, the ‘‘exposure’’
itself does not seem to even register in the minds of the subjects of the
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photograph. The woman’s facial expression and, more importantly, her
husband’s smiling at the camera, make it amply clear that they are not
embarrassed or even aware that the display of her breasts could be seen
as improper. Here one can see the dynamics involved in the interpretation
of dress and the body in the contact zone. In this case, the unwittingly
revealed ‘‘private’’ body of the subject was captured by the ‘‘public’’ eyes
of the missionary photographer that were trained to read the body and
dress in a particular way.41 In many candid photographs of this type
taken in the street42 and even in some of the posed photographs of local
women,43 the photographer’s aim was to capture an embodiment of
‘‘paganism’’ in the women’s ‘‘indecent’’ displays of their bodies and
portray them as objects to be civilized, while the Korean subjects often
cast a seemingly blank stare at the never-before-seen exotic device in the
hands of the foreigner.
It is noteworthy that these types of sensational photographs from
Korea were not printed in mission journals. This is not to say that such
photographs were unusual in the Korea mission field. Many photographs
of women in states of partial undress in Korea are preserved in mission
archives in the folders of individual missionaries. One might also argue
that such photographs might have prompted a sense of urgency in the
readers of mission journals at home about the need to ‘‘rescue heathen
women’’ from a ‘‘profound spiritual hazard’’ and civilize them with an
appropriate sense of modesty and thereby prompt greater support.44
Indeed, these journals did reproduce images of naked or half-naked
‘‘pagan’’ women from missions in other parts of the world to show the
success the mission had had in converting ‘‘wild’’ or ‘‘cannibal’’ natives.45
However, the mission journals did not include such photographs of
Korean women. One clue as to why such photographs did not appear in
mission journals might be that the missionaries came to be aware of the
class distinctions among women of Korea in terms of their dress code
and thus avoided oversimplifying the world of women in Korea. More
seasoned and perceptive missionaries and travelers understood dress to be
a marker of social classes in Korea. In his book, Chosön, the Land of
Morning Calm, published in 1885, Percival Lowell describes women’s
clothing in Korea and notes that the unexpected exposure of breasts might
be found only among women of the commoner class when they carry
water in a pot on their head.46 Huldah Haenig, a Methodist missionary
(1910–1915), illustrates the common scene of the women in Korea on
the streets, noting that ‘‘[m]any of the grown and married women . . .
shield themselves from the public gaze by the green coat thrown over
head and shoulders. . . . Not all women, however, are able to guard their
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Fig. 8. A Korean woman ready for church. From Woman’s Work for Woman, 38, no. 3
(1906): 83.

modesty so. Babies astride their backs, heavy burdens on their heads, and
all too scanty clothing, are everywhere seen to be a common lot of
the women.’’47 Indeed, missionaries often saw ‘‘proper’’ Korean women,
especially young unmarried ones, cover their bodies with long-sleeved
clothing in the public space to ‘‘shield themselves from the public gaze’’
(fig. 8).48 In addition, women of the upper class, who did not have to
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engage in physical labor such as carrying baggage or water, were always
represented in their fine clothing posed with great dignity.
Awareness of class distinctions became a crucial component in developing the mission’s strategies for approaching women of different social
classes and envisioning what constituted ideal or proper bodily presentation in the public space within the Korean cultural context. As Philippa
Levine aptly points out, ‘‘What constitutes a state of unclothedness is
fluid and unstable—a historical problem, a problem of spatiality and
of temporality.’’49 In her analysis of the secularization of the breast in
Western art, Margaret Miles argues that the ‘‘exposed breast’’ of the
Virgin Mary holding the infant Jesus was a powerful religious icon; however, it was eventually transformed from ‘‘a religious symbol’’ to an erotic
and medical sign over the course of the early modern period in Western
Europe.50 Numerous paintings depict mother and child in Western art,
and the Madonna has been a central figure. For example, in Joos van
Cleve’s Virgin and Child (1525), the Virgin’s breast figures prominently
in the portrait, with the child closing its eyes and touching his mother’s
breast in profound comfort.51 The bodily function of a mother nursing
and comforting a child is aesthetically and culturally constructed as beautiful, even sacred. However, the distinction between the body of a mother
nourishing her child and the body of an eroticized or pagan woman is
crucial here. The bare breast is readily justified when it serves a maternal
or religious end, while it can invite social condemnation if it is interpreted
as a mark of promiscuity or pagan practice.
In this vein, one of the most fascinating interpretations of Korean
women’s presentations of their bodies, especially the exposure of the
breasts, is that of Annie Baird, a veteran missionary woman of the Presbyterian church. She offers her own cultural interpretation that the exposure
of women’s breasts should not be understood solely from a Western viewpoint. Rather, she argues, it should be understood in relation to the status
and role of Korean women within the particular cultural context of Korea.
That is, being a mother is the ultimate role and duty of Korean women. It
provides them with power and authority. Fulfilling one’s motherly duties,
including nursing, is so important that women’s clothing is designed to
make this maternal function easy and efficient.52 Baird makes the point
that, because this duty is understood to be first and foremost for a woman
in Korean culture, it removes any sexual connotation from the image
of the mother’s body. In other words, by emphasizing these maternal
functions, she succeeds in de-sexualizing the body of woman and in turn
presenting woman as the site of nurturing and care for the future of the
society. While ordinary Korean women’s bare breasts in the street stirred
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Fig. 9. Taegu women’s Bible class, 1917. Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Western missionaries’ sensibility in the beginning, nursing a child in
public must have been understood by missionaries as a standard practice
in Korean society. In a 1917 portrait of a Bible class in Taigu (Taegu), a
woman in the lower left front row (in the rectangle) is nursing her child
with her breast slightly exposed (fig. 9). What the picture suggests is that
breastfeeding in public was something that was done commonly without
any self-consciousness or embarrassment. This natural and matter-of-fact
pose of the breastfeeding woman in front of a camera also manifests
missionaries’ compliance to such local practice.
In a significant way, this staged picture is a classic example that demonstrates the success of evangelical work, showing undeniable ‘‘progress’’
from ‘‘heathen’’ to Christian civilization. The sheer size of the class is
an obvious reflection of this. Moreover, the picture illustrates the shifting horizon of society from the old to the new by centering on the
larger, more imposing Western-style building—a church—as a symbol
of Western modernity and locating the old, traditional Korean house off
to the side. While women of old Korea largely remained illiterate, many
of the girls and women in this Bible class are holding the Bible, signifying
their literacy. The top jacket that many of the women are wearing is
significantly longer than was the style in earlier times, suggesting some
form of dress reform.53 In addition, a few women (circled in the picture),
who are likely to be leaders of the Bible class, are wearing a ‘‘modern’’
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hairstyle, which became popular in the 1920s. In this way, many of the
images contained in this picture suggest ongoing changes in the notion
of proper space and bodily presentation of women in Korea. Yet, the
simultaneous existence of a church member who was openly breastfeeding
in front of the camera succinctly shows the extent to which the missionary
efforts in ‘‘civilizing missions’’ were inscribed but at the same time negotiated in the face of the local cultural particularities regarding what are the
acceptable limits of bodily presentations in public.

The Bible Women and Women Missionaries

The majority of photographic representations about the ‘‘progress’’ in the
mission field focused on Bible women. The importance of Bible women
in the mission field cannot be overemphasized. Lulu Frey, a teacher at
Ewha Girls’ School (1893–1920), declared that ‘‘the Bible Woman
seemed to be regarded as the most important factor in the work among
the Korean women of Korea. Since they know what Korean women are
and what they experience in their lives, the bible woman can approach
other Korean women more effectively with great sympathy.’’54 In addition
to their easy and direct contact with Korean women, the Bible woman
was ‘‘a good model for the rest of women because the bible woman
is able to read the Bible (all except a very few had learned to read).’’55
Becoming literate was one of the requirements to be appointed as a Bible
woman.56 Given the exceedingly low literacy rate at the time, the prospect
of learning how to read served as an attractive factor in recruiting future
Christians. As Nellie Pierce Miller, a Methodist missionary (1897–1937),
noted, some of her new students at her Bible school attended the school
‘‘simply because they want to study.’’57 Figure 10 gives us a glimpse of
students attending Bible classes and what was taught in Bible classes.
The open books and the content on the blackboard demonstrate that
Bible classes provided instruction in numeracy and literacy, which were
not a small attraction for Korean women. Indeed, the rather happy faces
of two Korean women in the front row subtly but powerfully convey the
meaning of attending Bible classes. Becoming a Bible woman was more
than simply becoming a devoted Christian. It was an opportunity to learn
and earn income. Missionaries preferred to train widows as Bible women
because those women did not have as many family obligations as others
and could devote themselves to the evangelical work full-time.58 In addition, widows had particularly low status in Korea, and thus the chance to
become a Bible woman must have been a welcome opportunity to have a
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Fig. 10. A Bible training class in P’yŏngyang. Norman Thorpe Collection.

distinct identity other than as widow and, perhaps more importantly, to
gain some level of financial independence as they were paid for their work.
These full-time Bible women provided crucial assistance to missionary
women in the proliferation of evangelical work, especially in small villages
away from the city centers. While the evangelical task was the priority
in the work of the Bible women, they also engaged in the reform of old
habits and customs. For instance, some gave up side businesses selling
wine because they were told that Christians should not engage in such
activity.59 A Bible woman named Abigail, who had at one time been a
concubine, left her man after she converted to Christianity.60 As noted
earlier, the stories of converted shamans (mudang) also provided particularly powerful examples for showing the ‘‘superiority’’ of Christianity,
given the centuries of influence shamanism had in Korea.61
Many missionaries—both women and men—expressed gratitude for
the exceptional contribution of Bible women to the evangelical work.
Nellie Pierce Miller talked about her experience in training Bible women
as something that gave her ‘‘exceeding joy and satisfaction.’’62 In her
description of her Bible woman, Martha Pak, N.M.S. Hall MacRae, an
Australian Presbyterian missionary (1915–1940), says she considers Pak
to be ‘‘truly my dear friend and fellow worker as if her skin had been
white and her language my native tongue . . . I think of her earnestness,
her charming personality, and untiring zeal in the Master’s service.’’63
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Fig. 11. Chemulpo Bible Institute group. The Reverend Corwin & Nellie Taylor Collection, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California.

There is no doubt that the relationship between missionaries and Bible
women began as teacher-student and was thus a hierarchical one with the
American missionary in the dominant position and the Korean woman in
the subordinate role. That hierarchy is enacted in fig. 11, in which a
missionary teacher sits on a chair while her Korean students sit on the
ground, and the image of the missionary as a guide/teacher to Korean
women is heightened by the attentive gazes of the Korean students. At
the same time, one can also see the congenial and collaborative relationship between the missionaries and Korean women played out in images
like fig. 12. In this photo, Gertrude Snavely, a Methodist missionary
(1906–1940), sits in the center and Blanche Bair (1913–1938)64 at one
end of a semicircle. Snavely was the senior missionary and Bair the junior
in training. The fact that Bair is part of the ‘‘student’’ group in the
composition of this photo and that everyone can see each other suggests
a different dimension in the missionary-Korean relationship—a more
interactive, mutual, open, and less hierarchical relationship. To be sure,
Snavely still sets herself apart by wearing a modern-style hat while all the
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Fig. 12. Gertrude Snavely and her Bible class. General Commission on Archives and
History, United Methodist Church, Drew University, Madison, New Jersey.

other women have bare heads, and by taking a position at the center she is
presented as the leader of the group. Yet, there is no distance between the
missionaries and the Korean women. Indeed, the physical closeness (their
knees seem to be touching) suggests a dynamic more like that of a peer
group than a hierarchical teacher-student group. The Korean woman to
the immediate right of Snavely casts a gentle, downward gaze at the Bible
Snavely is holding. Her subtle smile can be interpreted as a quiet manifestation of the satisfying and comfortable relationship between them.
A more direct and intimate contact between missionaries and Korean
Bible women is illustrated in fig. 13, in which Louise McCully (the first
person on the left in the second row), the first woman missionary sent to
Korea by the Woman’s Missionary Society of the Canadian Presbyterian
Church (1900–1934), is holding hands with Ch’oe Maria (the second
from the left in the front row), a Korean Bible woman. McCully was
originally sent to China, but at the outbreak of the Boxer Rebellion in
1900, she found refuge in Wŏnsan, Korea. Upon arriving in Korea in
1901, McCully ‘‘quickly proved herself to be an indefatigable evangelistic
worker and champion of women’s place within the church.’’65 The relationship she had with Ch’oe Maria through Bible classes and evangelical
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Fig. 13. An example of intimate contact between missionaries and Korean Bible women is
seen in the clasped hands of Louise McCully, at left in second row, and Ch’oe Maria.
From Helen F. MacRae, A Tiger on Dragon Mountain: The Life of Rev. Duncan M.
MacRae, D.D. (Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island: A. J. Haslam, 1993), 150.

activities for women lasted more than three decades. Ch’oe was one of the
most active Bible women in the region of Hamhŭng. It is claimed that
she was the first Korean woman converted to Christianity in Hamhŭng.
She began to teach Korean and Chinese characters to children when there
was no school in the region. This initial instruction offered by Ch’oe
ultimately led to the establishment of Yŏngsaeng Girls’ School.66
The photographs of Korean Bible women and American women
missionaries complement our understanding of their shared lot and
aspirations not only for their religious faith but also for their careers
and independent lives. For Korean women, it was in mission schools and
Sunday schools that they received literacy training for the first time.
It was also mission organizations that began to offer job opportunities
for Korean women as Bible women, school teachers, and nurses. Career
opportunities such as these were rare for women at the time. In this
way, conversion to Christianity opened up unprecedented opportunities
for Korean girls and women in pursuing higher education and professional careers. Similarly, the foreign mission enterprise provided relatively
well-educated women in the West with an unprecedented opportunity to
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fulfill their religious and professional ambitions within the ‘‘woman’s
work for woman’’ by working as missionaries overseas.67 Despite the
exceptional opportunities both Korean women and women missionaries
had in the mission field, as many research studies have demonstrated,
both missionary women and Korean Bible women were significantly constrained by a patriarchal church structure that institutionalized gender
inequality, which is evidenced in the lack of women in leadership positions, a wide salary gap between men and women workers, and the overall
subordinate status of women.68 The fact that women have long been
overlooked or sidelined in the historiography manifests the vastly unequal
treatment of women in church history in Korea and the West.69 These
photographs offer a glimpse of their interdependent and shared lives as
women who still had to confront the patriarchal organization of church
and family and constantly engage in negotiations between the old and
the new and between indigenous and foreign ideas and practices.

Conclusion

Photography is often understood as a ‘‘scientific’’ and ‘‘trustworthy’’ reflection of the objects and people captured by the modern instrument, the
camera. However, those images captured by the camera are also an expression of a ‘‘dynamic field of aesthetic and social relations and contestations.’’70 What I have intended in this article is to explore the politics
of missionary photography concerning the ‘‘objective’’ and ‘‘subjective’’
projection of images from the Korea mission field—the interplay between
‘‘truth-telling’’ and the ‘‘missionary desire’’ to convey success stories.
When tracing the early pictorial images in relation to missionary writings,
one can readily detect the prevailing worldview in mission photographs
that portrays Western and Christian civilization as superior to nonWestern societies. However, those photographs also reveal fluid and
dynamic interactions between the missionaries and the missionized.
Understanding local cultural particularities was both challenging and
beneficial to missionaries in approaching and converting local people.
The awareness of class distinctions and gender practices in Korea, especially among veteran missionaries, helped them gain better rapport with
the locals. The photographs published in mission journals or donated to
mission archives reflect these dynamic interactions.
Given the sheer paucity of Korean women’s voices in the writing that
survives to today, missionary photography also offers a rare glimpse of this
group whose lives and history have largely been overlooked in the history
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Fig. 14. A postcard from Korea (1903). From Kwŏn Hyŏkhŭi, Chosŏn esŏ on sajin yŏpsŏ
[Postcards from Korea] (Seoul: Minŭmsa, 2005), 87.

of Korean Christianity. To be sure, Korean women converts were not the
photographers who could shape, frame, or emphasize certain aspects of
their photographic subjects; however, being posed for the camera is not
a completely passive activity. Reflecting on his own experience, Roland
Barthes argues that ‘‘once I feel myself observed by the lens, everything
changes: I constitute myself in the process of ‘posing,’ I instantaneously
make another body for myself, I transform myself in advance into an
image.’’71 In other words, the imminent situation of being captured by
the camera can create a moment to ‘‘constitute’’ oneself. In this vein,
regardless of the intention of the photographer, the Korean women more
readily come to the viewers. Accompanied by particular material culture,
they reveal both expected and sometimes unexpected gestures and expressions. It is these unexpected, surprising details of the images that shed
light on the depth and complexity of the interactions between Korean
women and American women missionaries in the contact zone.
The visual embodiment of Korean women in missionary publications
changed over time from a nameless, generic figure to a named (often
baptized), contextualized individual and from someone who needed to
be rescued from heathenism to an indispensable co-worker in spreading
the gospel. Missionary photography encapsulates the dynamic changes in
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Fig. 15. Ewa, the protagonist of W. Arthur Noble’s novel Ewa: A Tale of Korea (New
York: Eaton & Mains, 1906), frontispiece.

the Korea mission field, recording not only the simplistic (sometimes
mistaken) first impressions but also the highly sophisticated knowledge
of Korea that came as missionaries gained more nuanced insights into
the intricate cultural and social network in Korea. It often sheds light
on the multidirectional interactions between missionaries and Korean
women, who found both difficulties in negotiating a different mode
of thinking and behavior and opportunities for their own pursuit of
evangelical goals or a new sphere of life.
Missionary photography is an expedient analytical tool that adds to
our understanding of the dynamic field of the Korea mission because
certain visual representations of people or societies overlap with the myriad
of material and institutional cultures as well as overt and covert human
desires.72 It tends to open up new areas of research that can fruitfully
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Fig. 16. Widely circulated postcard image of a Korean woman entertainer (kisaeng ). From
Yi Kyŏngmin, Kisaeng ŭn ŏttŏk’e mandŭro chyŏnnŭn’ga: kŭndae kisaeng ŭi t’ansaeng kwa
p’yosang konggan [How was the kisaeng created: The birth of the modern kisaeng and the
representational space] (Seoul: Sajin Ak’aibu Yŏn’guso), 46–47.

link the study of Korean Christianity and American missionaries in Korea
with a broader cultural and social history of modern Korea. For example,
although it is beyond the scope of this article and thus not dealt with here,
future research studies may explore the intersections of missionary photography and Korean commercial photographic industries. Just as missionaries
amassed photos of Korean people, nature, and artifacts for their audience
at home, so did Koreans represent Korean customs and people for the
viewers overseas. Missionaries borrowed or appropriated some of the commercially successful postcards in their depiction of Korean women. To
mention a couple of examples, fig. 8 was originally a postcard produced
in 1903 and sent to Paris. The photo was meant to show a typical Korean
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woman with changot, a body-covering cloth that women used as a sign of
proper woman when they were in public space. The same photo, however, was titled, ‘‘Ready for Church,’’ when it was published in a mission
journal in 1906 (fig. 14). Another example is found in a book titled Ewa:
A Tale of Korea, authored by W. Arthur Noble.73 The author includes
what is supposed to be a photo of the female protagonist of the novel
(fig. 15). However, the image is actually one of the most widely circulated kisaeng (woman entertainer) postcards (fig. 16), and Ewa is not a
kisaeng in the story.74 Modern photographs produced for commercial
purposes were deployed by Koreans and then appropriated by missionaries.
This article is intended as an exploratory attempt to emphasize the
role of missionary photography as a rich reservoir in enhancing our understanding of Christian mission history by deploying both discursive and
visual materials and interpreting the tensions between the two as well as
complementary roles. Photographic images can serve as a powerful supplement, or perhaps an alternative, to missionary discourse as they reveal
what is visible, obvious, and intended but also hidden, ambiguous, and
unintended.
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